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There’s fun consulting work to be had among the crypto exchanges and trading firms, as well as for
the token issuers, lenders, miners and their myriad hangers-on. But when the global firms started
signing off on audits and tax filings supported by poorly prepared numbers from small-potatoes
accounting software, they really mucked things up.

Startups, especially in the financial services sector, ought to keep close track of cash. But founders
can seem allergic to spending time and money to account for it properly. FTX’s Sam Bankman-
Fried and Alex Mashinsky, of Celsius, used QuickBooks to keep track of the billions in customer
and investor cash running through their respective crypto fintech firms. Prosecutors and
bankruptcy examiners are now reviewing automated check registers that reveal operational chaos,
out-of-balance accounts and billions diverted to personal luxuries.

John Ray III, the current CEO of bankrupt crypto exchange-cum-prop trading firm FTX, wrote to
the Delaware bankruptcy court in November: “Never in my career have I seen such a complete
failure of corporate controls and such a complete absence of trustworthy financial information as
occurred here.”

Endorsements from CEOs facing fraud charges are the kind of publicity QuickBooks neither invites
nor deserves. The software is popular with companies in the construction, and IT and professional
services industries, with prospective customers able to size up their needs by answering a few quick
questions on its website:
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I’d advise against QuickBooks adding a question that targets its new niche:

As Ray testified to a House Committee on Financial Services hearing on December 13: “Nothing
against QuickBooks. It’s a very nice tool, just not for a multibillion-dollar company.”

FTX paid for plenty of audit, tax, and consulting support, but not for help keeping its books and
records in a way that would prevent or detect fraud.

On November 11, a day before FTX filed for bankruptcy, Forbes reported that Prager Metis LLP
and Armanino LLP had provided audits to FTX Trading, the offshore business, and FTX US. Global
audit firms PwC and Deloitte were consulting to FTX, Forbes also reported, although it was not
clear about what.

Writing for Coindesk in November, I mentioned evidence that PwC had taken steps to limit its
services for FTX US to only those allowed for auditors of public companies. Based on evidence
from its own internal systems, we saw that PwC’s Washington DC office had posted restrictions for
any PwC office seeking business with FTX that limited the firm’s activities with FTX US to only
those allowed by an independent auditor under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.

Despite (or perhaps because of) PwC’s close relationship with Bahamas-based FTX Trading, Kevin
Cambridge of PwC Bahamas and Peter Greaves of PwC Hong Kong were approved by the Supreme
Court of the Bahamas as joint provisional liquidators on November 10. PwC crowed about it in a
press release.

In mid-January the court-appointed FTX Trading financial adviser filed its list of creditors with
bankruptcy court in Delaware. We now know FTX Trading hadn’t paid its bills from Prager Metis
LLP, Armanino LLP, Deloitte, and PwC at the time of the bankruptcy.

Two more accounting firms had also held FTX’s hand and were left holding its bags: BDO’s
Australia and Houston offices and EY’s New York, Seoul, and Vienna teams.

Are you planning to collect billions in crypto and fiat on the premise of executing
trades for customers, while instead swapping deposits for worthless but pumped-up
tokens used to enrich yourself and/or prop up your girlfriend’s disastrous trading
firm, and to purchase worthless crypto-adjacent companies and real estate for friends
and family? QuickBooks would be perfect for that!
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The audit opinions provided by Armanino LLP and Prager Metis LLP for FTX for 2020 and 2021
were based on the “untrustworthy” financial information coming out of QuickBooks. Ray told the
court he had “substantial concerns as to the information presented in these audited financial
statements,” and does not plan to rely on them, nor does he believe the court should. Armanino
LLP and Prager Metis LLP are now the targets of investor lawsuits for their FTX work.

Celsius used QuickBooks too. The court-appointed examiner to its bankruptcy hearing wrote that
her analysis was “hampered” by Celsius’s use of QuickBooks because Celsius had 15 separate
entity-level files, but the software was not set-up to consolidate them into summary financial
statements. So, Celsius started manually preparing consolidated financial statements in mid-2021.
But the examiner found material discrepancies between the consolidated reports and the
QuickBooks data.

The examiner noted one internal document where management admitted its complete ignorance of
its financial positions and obligations. “Celsius continued to rely on ‘Absolutely pathetic systems of
record — We do not do a good job of knowing anything about how our assets are actually
performing. Our systems of record are horrible, and cause the team to operate in a manner . . . 
[that] can cause us to take on excessive risk.’”

Celsius migrated its customer accounts from the UK to the US in August 2021 after it withdrew an
application for UK regulatory approval, but the transfers were a mess. According to the examiner,
the process left a multibillion-dollar intercompany receivable asset from Celsius Network (UK)
which is materially wrong. It proved impossible to reconcile customer redemptions with migrated
assets.

Celsius, like FTX, had plenty of help from global accounting firms that might have been better
applied to tightening up its accounting systems.

The Celsius website names its auditor as Nyman Libson Paul, a single office North London
chartered accountant for the film, theatre and entertainment industries. But the examiner’s report
says Celsius worked with multiple external tax advisers during the customer migration, including
Ernst & Young’s US and Israel offices. Deloitte also advised Celsius’s investors during their Round
B financing, which led to Celsius working with Deloitte on UK VAT matters.

Celsius eventually retained Mazars — whose South Africa member prepared “proof-of-reserve”
reports for Binance, KuCoin and Crypto.com that were withdrawn a week later — to advise it with
respect to VAT matters going forward.

Now, as in the FTX bankruptcy, these firms are all likely creditors, waiting for their money and
fending off legal and regulatory inquiries as well as lawsuits. The QuickBooks era has introduced
significant legal and reputational risk for their firms. It must have been well worth the trouble.
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